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ABSTRACT
Some gross errors in mining spatial data may occur during the process of data collection
owning to the natural or human factors. The existence of gross error will affect the result
of measuring, so it is of great necessity to explore an effective detection method to find
out and eliminate the errors. The paper aims to observe the detection of the gross error in
mining spatial data by using the multi-resolution capability of wavelet analysis, and as
well to make an analysis of the influence of different wavelet function and decomposition
upon the gross error by the case study of mine drilling data, and therefore it finally
confirms the use of db2 wavelet decomposition into four layers for gross error detection.
Meanwhile, it accurately pinpoints the existing gross error which should be eliminated
combining with the spatial distribution characteristics of the mine drilling data. It is
proved to be practical by applying the way of wavelet analysis to detecting mining spatial
data and which is of great value to solve the deficiency of traditional gross error detection.
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INS
STRUCTION
Gross error, also can
n be regarded as
a negligence error
e
or abnorm
mal error. Usuaally called a badd or outliers from a gross
eerror of the obbservation valu
ue, which show
wed big differrence betweenn the observatiion results andd true value, thhat need a
c
certain
kind of detection meth
hod to find it and
a get rid of itt, for a influennce results. Acttually in data collection,
c
the natural
n
and
h
human
environnment always made
m
some grooss errors. So far
f the detection methods are getting more, and the classicc detection
m
methods
are sim
mple, but need
d normal data, meanwhile, thhe calculation are more compplicated withouut strict theoryy; although
thhe data detection method is better, there are
a still compllex faults; Eveen the calculattion of regression analysis iss relatively
s
simple,
practicaal, but the preccision is not higgh. Because off the low pass filter
f
of waveleet analysis funcctions, the origginal signal
c
could
be decom
mposed, the use
u of perform
mance in differrent scales couuld be separateed the gross error
e
from noiise. By the
w
wavelet
transfoorm of the mu
ulti-scale analyysis, in the higgh frequency part
p can detectt the normal signal
s
transientt abnormal
p
phenomenon
a show its composition.
and
c
T
These
gross errror detection data of wavelet theory whicch applicated from GPS
[3]
[4]
d
dynamic
monitoring[1,2], gas monitoring
m
, earthquake
e
annd foundation pit
p [5], make bettter effect. So the
t wavelet theeory should
b more appliedd in mine spatiial data for gross error detectiion.
be
THE
E DECOMPO
OSTION AND
D RECONSTR
RUCTION OF
F WAVELET
Due too multi-resoluttion, the wavellet analysis is easier to impllement also wiith better effecct, using the algorithm of
Mallat multiressolution decom
M
mposition[6,7], analysis
a
of signnal may be coaarse almost in position. Malllat algorithm of
o the basic
iddea is to put thhe wavelet basee which expresssed as a seriess of high pass and
a low pass fiilter group. Genneralization, S is original
s
signal,
the wavvelet coefficieent ( cAj ) thee output of the low-pass brranch, branch of wavelet deetail coefficiennts ( cD j )
qqualcomm outpput, as show in Figure 1.
The chharacteristics of
o the wavelet decompositionn is the largestt scale, under the
t limit of iterration. The larrgest scales
r
related
to the signal
s
length an
nd the length of
o wavelet basse. Refactoringg, contrary to decompose,
d
froom the bottom to 2 times
f
factor
to start up
u to synthesiss of original siignal, A j meanns reconstructiion of wavelett signals, D j means
m
wavelet details, as
s
shown
in Figurre 2.
F ( x) is a data modeel, use the Mallat algorithm, the
t signal is deecomposed intoo different freqquency componnents:

F
Figure
1 : Thee wavelet decoomposition

F
Figure
2 : Thee wavelet recon
nstruction

f ( x)  Aj f ( x)  D j f ( x)
Amonng them,

(1)

j
Aj f ( x) is the freequency of thee signal over the
t compositioon of 2 , D j f ( x) is the frequency

b
between
the com
mponents of

2  j and 2 j 1 . The matrix foorm of the wavvelet decompossition as the following:
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C j 1  HC j , D j 1  GC j (i  1,2,, J )
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(2)

Type: J --- The layerrs of wavelet decomposition;
H --- Low
L pass filterr,
G --- High-pass
H
filterr,

 be forrmed, Mallat allgorithm reconnstruction.
After the
t Mallat deco
omposition, neew filtering seqquence C j 1 annd D
j 1
~
~
~
C j  H *C j 1  G * D j 1 ( j  J , J  1, ,1)

(3)

Amonng them, the conjugated H* annd G* were H and G
GRO
OSS ERROR DETECTION
D
N OF MINING
G SPATIAL DATA
D
BASED ON WAVEL
LET THEORY
Y
The diistribution of underground
u
sppace object hass a certain conttinuity, in the presence
p
of geoological structuures (folds,
ffaults,) the locaation of the diiscontinuous phenomenon. Iff using waveleet analysis, datta trend is low
w frequency paart of these
o
objects,
and muutation is refleected in the higgh frequency signal.
s
So deteection of grosss error on miniing spatial dataa the basic
iddea is: First, thhe wavelet deccomposition off the original siignal; then the wavelet coeffiicients of the high
h
frequency part of the
d
decomposed
affter threshold processing;
p
finaally the signal reconstruction
r
to eliminate thhe gross error.
The stteps of outlier detection
d
basedd on wavelet decomposition and
a reconfigurration is:
(1) The wavelet
w
decom
mposition. The key of waveelet decompossition is on thhe selection off wavelet functions and
decom
mposition layerrs, according too the characterristics of data, the choice off wavelet functtion, decompossition level
must be
b on the anaalysis of differrent decompossition level datta, to determinne the decompposition level N. By the
wavelet decomposin
ng mutation waas found in the high frequencyy part of the poosition, and theen according too the actual
situation, to determiine whether itt is true or not due to significant changess in the enviroonment of norm
mal value;
otherw
wise, would be identified as gross
g
error[8].
(2) the thrreshold value of high frequuency coefficieent quantificatiion. If the rejeection of grosss errors is thee choice of
correcction method, it can be to each
e
layer of high
h
frequencyy coefficient of
o N layer firsst, processing. Threshold
processsing is for a threshold proccessing exceedds the thresholld value; on thhe other hand,, is not processsing. This
threshhold can be the default threshoold and soft thrreshold and compulsion is the high frequenncy coefficient of 0[9].
(3) The wavelet
w
recon
nstruction. To reconstruct the
t
last layerr of the low frequency cooefficient afteer wavelet
decom
mposition and threshold
t
de-nooising treatmennt after the layyers of high freequency coefficient, coarse sent out the
signal.
THE EXPERIMENT
E
T AND RESU
ULT ANALYS
SIS
The usse of wavelet analysis
a
for grooss error detecction, need to select
s
the type of wavelet funnction and scalle. Used to
oobtain the data of 56 drilling grouting elevaation coordinaates, for exampple, the use of Matlab softwaare by wavelet tools, first
a
analysis
of diff
fferent wavelett functions andd scale significcance in grosss error detectioon, and then determine
d
the gross
g
error
d
detection
measuure adopted by
y the wavelet fuunctions and sccale size (decoomposed layerss). The originall signal imagess of mining
s
spatial
data as shown
s
in Figurre 3.

Figure 3 : Original siggnal
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From the original sig
gnal graph, it can
c be seen thhat there exists in peak signall, this value is the gross erroor detection
method, must be
m
b adopted to ju
udge outliers. By
B using the method
m
of waveelet theory for gross error dettection and rejeection. The
g
gross
error dettection of the wavelet theoryy, there are tw
wo important problems
p
needd to be identifiied, one is thee choice of
w
wavelet
functioon, and the otheer is a scale sellection.
T influence of different wavelet
The
w
functioons for gross error
e
detection
n
Differrent regularity of
o different waavelet functions, regular highher smoothnesss make better function.
fu
Effectt of regular
s
stability
reconsstruction wavellet coefficientss, so for the diffferent wavelett functions, thee regularity of different, diffeerent signal
d
decomposition
and reconstru
uction effect. Considering
C
thhe characteristiics of mine daata, select the regularity andd vanishing
m
moments
betterr dbN wavelet function as the basis functioon. The followiing use of crudde difference signal is decom
mposed into
4 layers DB2, db3,
d
DB4, db5 respectively, as
a show in Figuure 4, Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7.

Figurre 4: Db2 wavvelet

Figure 5 : Db3 waveleet

Figurre 6 : Db4 wavvelet

Figure 7 : Db5 waveleet

From Figure 4 to Fig
gure 7 db2, dbb3, db3 and db5 wavelet, in d1,
d d2, d3, the high frequenccy part of pointt mutation,
bbut the db2, dbb3, db3, but in
n these wavelett low resolutioon of the fourtth floor. In db33, db3 wavelett low frequenccy part and
s
some
outstandiing high frequeency part. In db2
d four layerss of decomposition, high-freqquency layer 1 and layer 2 and
a layer 3
m
mutations
part is consistent, and very obvioous. Other wavvelet mutationn have reflectedd, but not as good
g
as the db22 mutation
p
point
is remarkkable. Considerring various wavelet
w
functionn in the perforrmance of the low
l
frequencyy part and highh frequency
p
part,
select the db2 wavelet fo
or gross error iddentification
T influence of different deecomposition level of gross error detectioon
The
Choosse the right db
b2 regularity wavelet
w
includding gross erroor signal respeectively for 2 layer, 3, 5 annd 6 layer
d
decomposition,
, the results aree shown in Figuure 8 and Figuure 9, Figure 100 and Figure 111.
From the
t Figure 8 an
nd Figure 9, Fiigure 10 and Fiigure 11 learn that
t gross errorr in the high frrequency part is reflected,
b for three layyers of decomp
but
position, in thee second and thhird layer mutaation point obvviously; Decom
mposition is fouur layer on
laayer 1 and layyer 2 and layerr 3 mutation point
p
clear; In the fifth and sixth
s
floors dow
wn in the thirdd layer mutatioon point is
r
remarkable.
In different deco
omposition layeers, the third laayer of the singgular point is very
v
obvious, can accurate positioning.
p
C
Comprehensive
e consideration
n, the choice off db2 4 layer wavelet
w
decompposition to locaate the gross errror.
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Figure 8 : Decomposingg 2 layer

Figure 9 : Deecomposing 3 layer

Figure 10 : Decomposin
ng 5 layer

Figure 11 : Decomposing
D
6 layer
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T gross erroor detection
The
From Figure 4, can be precise thee positioning of singular poinnt, which be foound in the sixxth data valuess change is
b
bigger,
show thhat the data maay be a gross errror.
T gross erroor elimination
The
As thee sixth point daata in the signaal, and It is the borehole, CH44-1 in Figure 12,
1 the fault is shown
s
in blackk and point
s
said,
drilling caan be seen from
m the graph, thhere is no geoloogical structuree, and its surrouunding after coomprehensive analysis of
d
data,
determinee the abnormal data values, shhould choose out.
o

Figurre 12 : The grross error elim
mination graph
h
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CONCLUSIONS
Drilling data mining analysis of borehole data based on whether is gross error, by using the multiresolution of
wavelet analysis, to study the different layer number of wavelet function and wavelet decomposition in the gross error
detection.
With the experimental analysis, make sure to use db2 4 layer wavelet decomposition, determine the borehole data is
gross error, and pinpoint the existence of gross error data. In combination with the practical situation of data distribution, the
gross error should be removed. If data anomalies are reasonable, should be adopted based on the theory of wavelet threshold.
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